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Child Awaken sees Anime’s gift of song-writing set on fire by cr38’s production talent. They met 
through a mutual friend in Cape Town, South Africa. Both are experienced live performers who 
share a passion for Trance music. cr38’s roots are as a classically trained organist/pianist but he 
has also turned his hand to the art of studio production. Meanwhile Anime has a wealth of 
experience singing live in musicals, bars, festivals and mega-churches.  
 
Track 1 – Child Awaken (Original Mix) 
Written and performed by Anime, produced by cr38 
This rich vocal enthrals the soul. Child Awaken has that classic Trance sound but with a weight and 
pressure not often found. The warm strings bring back feelings of the “age of love” that are so often not 
experienced in this hard and fast age of digitally distributed music. The breakdown arrangement is massive 
beyond all proportions and makes you want to crank that volume knob way past 11. Then watch as the 
dance floor goes crazy with the heavy kick drum drop. The hats are crisp and clear, the piano thoughtful and 
beautiful, the bassline squelchy and colourful. Can you “feel the happy, happy breeze” as a new age of 
trance music dawns? 
 
Track 2 – Drifting (Original Mix) 
Written and produced by cr38 
This B side is the perfect showpiece for the incredible talent cr38 holds for laying down a unique quality of 
melodic uplifting Trance. Each motif leads seamlessly into the next while the live piano in the breakdown 
gives us another distinct insight into cr38’s outstanding ability. The second section takes you on a dreamy 
euphoric musical journey that is deep and poetic rather than clichéd and overdone. If cr38 wasn’t making 
Trance music he might well be writing concertos. 
 

 

“…amazing tracks!! I really like Child Awaken!!” 
Kohsuke Fukuda, Galaxy Recs 

 
"I love it (Drifting)...full support!!!"  
Matteo Monero, Insomnia FM 

  
"Really tasteful Trance tunes"  

Arion Grey, Dance Radio 
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For more info contact: 

ross@citywallrecords.com | citywallrecords.com 
 

myspace.com/citywallrecords | soundcloud.com/citywallrecords | 
twitter.com/citywallrecords 
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